Natascha heads to the department store looking for a frame for a photograph. She doesn’t know if it has come out right yet, she just knows that, however blurred it is, she’ll want to put it somewhere she sees it every day. She is a tall woman, handsome for her age, elegant, long-limbed, graceful in heels and a plain slim-line dress. Her stride is interrupted slightly by the slow response of the automatic door and she is assailed by the pungent scents of the perfume counters arrayed at the store entrance. Firmly set on finding the home décor section she holds her breath and walks through the first bank of make-up and perfumeries, eyes seeking a store directory. Young ladies in white coats with orange faces smile winningly, eager to approach. Natascha avoids eye-contact, clicking quickly across the marble floor, her stockinged calves rub crackling static at the tight hem of her dress.

She takes a quick breath and one of the fragrances takes her back to a moment of that day. Meadow grass, bright sunshine, laughter and heartache. Distracted, Tascha walks too close to a glittering mirrored counter and feels a snag at her knee. Brought back to the present she catches sight of an escalator in the distance. There’s bound to be a directory there. One of the women in a white lab coat threatens to spray her with perfume, a frozen smile on her too-red lips. Tascha swerves away, a polite ‘no thank you’ expression fleetingly expressed, hand raised apologetically, defensively. She walks on to the foot of the scrolling escalator and finds the listing she needed. First floor; women’s fashions, men’s clothing, lingerie. Second floor; Bedrooms, Bathrooms, Home Décor. The fragrance that caught her before returns and this time she can picture her clearly, smiling, even white teeth, bare downy arms in the summer warmth.

Now that she has passed the glare of the perfume counters she sees the racks of skirts and dresses ready for next season. Absently, she wanders towards them. She touches the fabrics of a number of shirts, letting her eyes pick out attractive colours for further investigation. Soft silk skirts with large yellow floral prints, lavender chiffon blouses with ruffles at the front, short-legged white pants with a red sash. As she meanders from rack to rack she sees herself in one of the tall mirrors. Her greying hair still bounces at her shoulder, her collar bones are too prominent but lead the eye to a sweeping neckline. Her grey dress and long, green coat cinched at her narrow waist make her seem taller than she really is. She notices that her hem has become unstitched. A long thread is gathered on her static-charged shin. Suddenly she feels tired and old. The memory of the bright day fades with her confidence. She makes her way to the escalators again, reads the directory. Second floor; Bedrooms, Bathrooms, Homa Dacor. She needs to stand on the steps crawling upwards but instead finds herself by the brightly lit perfume counters.

---

1 GenBank Accession: NP_056142. Definition: Homo sapiens EST1 (Ever shorter telomeres protein). Summary: A telomere is a protective, disposable buffer region of repetitive DNA at the end of chromosomes, which is consumed during cell division and is replenished by an enzyme, telomerase. Telomerase, controlled by EST1, is a ribonucleoprotein polymerase that maintains telomere ends by addition of the telomere repeat TTAGGG. The natural progressive shortening of telomeres causes cellular aging and most cells stop dividing after 50 replications. A mutation where amino acids are exchanged from E to A causes overactivity of EST1 thereby abnormally lengthening telomeres. 90% of cancer cells have longer telomeres enabling them to replicate indefinitely, possessing a kind of immortality.
Clinique, Estee Lauder, Lancome, CHANEL, Benefit… With the assistants strangely inattentive for the moment Natascha stares at the bewilderment of tubes, pots, and bottles of creams, lotions, and powders. Reading through their promises she picks out a growing number, needing to remedy problems she didn’t know she had. Wrinkles on the cheeks, under the eyes, dull skin, dark circles, puffiness, age spots, elastin replacement, anti-oxidants, hair dye, wrinkle filler, exfoliants, collagen, blemish cover, foundation, blusher. Assistants gather opposite, circle behind her, eyeing the building collection. Seeing them, Natascha smiles apologetically and tries to move away. Her hem snatches at her knee. The stitching has worked its way out more, spooled on her stockings, and the hem fabric is fraying. Cliniqua, Astaa Leudar, Lencoma, CHENAL, Banafit. The spare thread lengthens and weaves into her coat and stockings, bunching and buckling the stylish lines. Natascha, trapped, hungrily reads through the promises on her hoard. “Younger-looking skin,” “Remove fine lines and wrinkles,” “Racleim tha liftad look of youth.” She imagines applying them, one by one, cleanse, every morning, tone, every evening, moisturise, every morning, every evening, rinse, repeat . She imagines the youthfulness returning with each application. She can live inside that sunny day, just a touch of cream under each eye. The threads bind her hands, her eyes, her sense.

A new fragrance, unlike the reminder of summer, and Natascha sees her future self. All her time spent tending to her appearance. Locking herself in a single tumorous moment.

Returning the products to their places Natascha finally relinquishes her hold on the past. Clinique, Este Lauder, Lancome, CHANEL, Benefit. Moving away easily, her dress is whole, stitching in place. Passing another mirror she sees herself, past present and future all held in the tilt of her oval face, the smile on her full lips, the glitter in her hazel-green eyes. There is the escalator, the original goal, and the store directory. Second floor; she reads no further. In the opposite direction the main doorway is clearly visible again, the dazzling confusion of glass counters now dimmed, she leaves the store. Just outside Tascha finds her, far from the meadow, long beyond that summer’s day. Arm in arm they go to have lunch and talk and joke and make new images that, blurred and wrinkled or not, don’t need a frame.